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AUTHORITIES PRINCIPALLY RELIED UPON

Federal Statutes

25 U.S.C. $ 1915(a), (b), & (e)

(a) Adoptive placements; preferences

In any adoptive placement of an Indian child under State law, a preference shall be given,

in the absence of good cause to the contrary, to a placement with (1) a member of the

child's extended family; (2) other members of the Indian child's tribe; or (3) other Indian

families.

(b) Foster care or preadoptive placements; criteria; preferences

Any child accepted for foster care or preadoptive placement shall be placed in the least

restrictive setting which most approximates a family and in which his special needs, if
any, may be met. The child shall also be placed within reasonable proximity to his or her

home, taking into account any special needs of the child. In any foster care or preadoptive

placement, a preference shall be given, in the absence of good cause to the contrary, to a
placement with--

(i) a member of the Indian child's extended family;

(ii) a foster home licensed, approved, or specified by the Indian child's tribe;

(iii) an Indian foster home licensed or approved by an authorized non-Indian

licensing authority; or

(iv) an institution for children approved by an Indian tribe or operated by an

Indian organization which has a program suitable to meet the Indian child's

needs.

(e) Record of placement; availability

A record of each such placement, under State law, of an Indian child shall be maintained

by the State in which the placement was made, evidencing the efforts to comply with the

order of preference specified in this section. Such record shall be made available at any



time upon the request of the Secretary or the Indian child's tribe.

Federal Register

44 Fed. Reg. 67,584, 67,594-95

F. 1. Adoptive Placements

(a) In any adoptive placement of an Indian child under state law preference must be given
(in the order listed below) absent good cause to the contrary, to placement of the child
with:

(i) A member of the Indian child's extended family;
(ii) Other members of the Indian child's tribe; or
(iii) Other Indian families, including families of single parents.

(b) The Indian child's tribe may establish a different order of preference by resolution.
That order of preference must be followed so long as placement is the least restrictive
setting appropriate to the child's needs.

(c) Unless a consenting parent evidences a desire for anonymity, the court or agency shall
notiff the child's extended family and the Indian child's tribe that their members will be
given preference in the adoption decision.

F.l. Commentary

This section makes clear that preference shall be given in the order listed in the Act. The
Act clearly recognizes the role of the child's extended family in helping to raise children.
The extended family should be looked to first when it becomes necessary to remove the

child from the custody of his or her parents. Because of differences in culture among

tribes, placement within the same tribe is preferable.

This section also provides that single parent families shall be considered for placements.

The legislative history of the Act makes it clear that Congress intended custody decisions
to be made based on a consideration of the present or potential custodian's ability to
provide the necessary care, supervision and support for the child rather than on
preconceived notions of proper family composition.

The third subsection recommends that the court or agenda make an active effort to find
out if there are families entitled to preference who would be willing to adopt the child.
This provision recognizes, however, that the consenting parent's request for anonymity
takes precedence over efforts to find a home consistent with the Act's priorities.

Vl



F.3. Good Cause To Modiff Preferences

(a) For purposes of foster care, preadoptive or adoptive placement, a determination of
good cause not to follow the order ofpreference set out above shall be based on one or

more of the following considerations:

(i) The request of the biological parents or the child when the child is of sufficient
age.
(ii) The extraordinary physical or emotional needs of the child as established by
testimony of a qualified expert witness.
(iii) The unavailability of suitable families for placement after a diligent search

has been completed for families meeting the preference criteria.

(b) The burden of establishing the existence of good cause not to follow the order of
preferences established in subsection (b) shall be on the party urging that the preferences

not be followed.

F.3. Commentary

The Act indicates that the court is to give preference to confidentiality requests by parents

in making placements. Paragraph (i) is intended to permit parents to ask that the order of
preference not be followed because it would prejudice confidentiality or for other
reasons. The wishes of an older child are important in making an effective placement.

In a few cases a child may need highly specialized treatment services that are unavailable
in the community where the families who meet the preference criteria live. Paragraph (ii)
recommends that such considerations be considered as good cause to the contrary.

Paragraph (iii) recommends that a diligent attempt to find a suitable family meeting the

preference criteria be made before consideration of a non-preference placement be

considered. A diligent attempt to find a suitable family includes at a minimum, contact
with the child's tribal social service program, a search of all county or state listings of
available Indian homes and contact with nationally known Indian programs with
available placement resources.

Since Congress has established a clear preference for placements within the tribal culture,
it is recommended in subsection (b) that the party urging an exception be made be
required to bear the burden of proving an exception is necessary.

Vn



ISSUE PRESENTED

Whether this Court should grant rehearing of its decision in Native Village of

Tununokv. State,334 P.3d 165,166-78 (Alaska 2014), to implement its holding

regarding the obligations imposed by 25 U.S.C. $ 1915?

INTEREST OF THE UNITED STATES AS AMICAS CURIAE

This case implicates the United States' interest in the proper interpretation and

application of the Indian Child Welfare Act of 1978,25 U.S.C. $ l90l et seq. (ICWA).

Congress enacted ICWA to further the "special relationship between the United States

and the Indian tribes and their members and the Federal responsibility to Indian people."

1d. $ l90l . Congress found that "there is no resource that is more vital to the continued

existence and integrity of Indian tribes than their children and that the United States has a

direct interest, as trustee, in protecting Indian children." Id. 5 1901(3). The Secretary of

the Interior has issued non-binding guidelines addressing state courts' implementation of

ICWA, Guidelines for State Courts: Indian Child Custody Proceedings,44 Fed. Reg.

67,584 (Nov. 26, 1979) [hereinafter DOI Guidelines], and also makes grants for the

establishment and operation of Indian child and family service programs. See 25 U.S.C.

$$ 1931-1932;25 C.F.R. pt.23.

The United States therefore has a strong interest in ensuring that state courts and

agencies consistently adhere to ICWA when Indian children are removed from their

families and tribes and taken into state custody.



INTRODUCTION

This Court should reconsider and modi$ its decisioninNative Village of Tununak

v. State,334P.3d 165,166-78 (Alaska 2014) (Tununakll). While this Court properly

recognized that state agencies and courts continue to have significant obligations to

ensure compliance with 25 U.S.C. $ 1915(a), the Court failed to apply its own instruction

to the case at bar. As this Court acknowledged, Section 1915 imposes an affirmative

duty on state agencies and courts to make proactive efforts to comply with the placement

preferences. See Tununak II, 334 P.3d at 177 -78. Not only must the State diligently seek

out potential prefened placements, it must provide those extended family and tribal

members with at least enough information about the proceedings so that they can avail

themselves of their preference.

This Court did not, however, ensure that these obligations were fully met here. In

this case, the grandmother (Elise)t sought custody and adoption of her grandchild

(Dawn); and their tribe, the Native Village of Tununak (the Tribe), had formally objected

to the placement of Dawn with the Smiths, a non-Native couple in Anchorage. Thus,

Elise and the Tribe had invoked the benefits of ICWA's placement preferences in a

manner that all the involved parties and courts thought was sufficient at the time. Indeed,

both the superior court and this Court concluded that the Child in Need of Aid (CINA)

hearing at which Elise asserted her desire to have custody of Dawn was, in effect, an

adoption proceeding and the superior court made clear that the Tribe would not be

' Thir brief employs the pseudonyms used by the parties and the Court to protect the
privacy of the individuals involved.



permitted to later contest the Smiths' adoption of Dawn. See Native Village of Tununak

v. State,303 P.3d 431,443 (Alaska 2013) (Tununak 4. In the wake of Adoptive Couple

v. Baby Girl,133 S. Ct. 2552 (2013), however, this Court imposed a heretofore

unarticulated requirement regarding what Elise and others in her situation must do to seek

to adopt an Indian child. See Tununak 11,334 P.3d at 172. ICWA's mandate of

meaningful notice requires that Elise be informed of what she must do to seek to adopt

her grandchild and thus avail herself of the placement preference. The Court's decision

erroneously forecloses the opportunity for the Indian child to be placed with an extended

family member (her grandmother) who has consistently sought custody of the child.

At a minimum, the Court's failure to remand to ensure fuIl compliance with

Section 1915(a) is likely to create confusion. This Court's instruction that Section

l9l5(a) imposes significant obligations on state agencies and courts loses its force in this

case if this Court forecloses Elise - who was taking the steps that the state agencies and

courts suggested were necessary to seek custody and adoption of her grandchild - from

ICWA's placement preferences. Given Section 1915's mandate to make efforts to

comply with the placement preferences, this Court should instead remand the case to

allow Elise a reasonable amount of time to comply with whatever process the Alaska

court system determines is necessary under state law for Elise to seek to adopt Dawn.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

Legal Background

In 1978, Congress determined that federal action was necessary to address "'the

consequences to Indian children, Indian families, and Indian tribes of abusive child



welfare practices that resulted in the separation of large numbers of Indian children from

their families and tribes through adoption or foster care placement, usually in non-Indian

homes."' Baby Girl,l33 S. Ct. at2557 (quoting Miss. Band of Choctaw Indions v.

Hoffield,490 U.S. 30,32 (1989)). In particular, Congress found "that an alarmingly

high percentage of Indian families fwere] broken up by the removal, often unwarranted,

of their children from them by nontribal public and private agencies" and that the States

had "often failed to recognizethe essential tribal relations of Indian people and the

cultural and social standards prevailing in Indian communities and families." 25 U.S.C.

$ 1901(4)-(5); see also Baby Girl,l33 S. Ct. at2557.

Congress enacted ICWA to "establish[] . . . minimum Federal standards for the

removal of Indian children from their families and the placement of such children in

foster or adoptive homes." 25 U.S.C. $ 1902. The statute "'seeks to protect the rights of

the Indian child as an Indian and the rights of the Indian community and tribe in retaining

its children in its society."' Hoffield,490 U.S. at 37 (quoting H.R. Rep. No. 95-1386, at

23 (1978)). In doing so, Congress o'was concerned not solely about the interests of Indian

children and families, but also about the impact on the tribes themselves of the large

numbers of Indian children adopted by non-Indians." Id. at 49; see also 25 U.S.C. $

1901(3) (congressional finding "that there is no resource that is more vital to the

continued existence and integrity of Indian tribes than their children"). Congress also

wanted to make sure that Indian child-welfare determinations are not based on "'a white,

middle-class standard which, in many cases, forecloses placement with [an] Indian

family."' Holyfield,490 U.S. at 37 (quoting H.R. Rep. No. 95-1386, at23).



Congress furthered these purposes by according tribes "numerous prerogatives . . .

through the ICWA's substantive provisions . . . as a means of protecting not only the

interests of individual Indian children and their families, but also of the tribes

themselves." Id. at 49. These include both procedural and substantive requirements that

apply to the decision to remove an Indian child from her family. See, e.g.,25 U.S.C.

$ 1912(d) (requiring party seeking foster-care placement to prove that "active efforts"

designed to prevent the breakup of the Indian family have been provided); id. $ l9l2(e)

(requiring expert testimony regarding potential damage to child resulting from continued

custody by parent).

The o'most important substantive requirement imposed on state courts," however,

is the placement preference required by ICWA for any adoption, pre-adoptive placement,

or foster-care placement. Hoffield, 490 U.S. at 36; see 25 U.S.C. $ l9l5(a)-(b). "In any

adoptive placement of an Indian child under State law," ICWA requires that o'a

preference shall be given, in the absence of good cause to the contrary, to a placement

with (1) a member of the child's extended family; (2) other members of the Indian child's

tribe; or (3) other Indian families." 25 U.S.C. $ 1915(a). The DOI Guidelines explain

that Section 1915(a) requires family courts and adoption agencies to timely "noti$, the

child's extended family and the Indian child's tribe that their members will be given

preference in the adoption decision." 44 Fed. Reg. at 67 ,594 ($ F.1(c)). These placement

preferences reflect "Federal policy that, where possible, an Indian child should remain in

the Indian community." H.R. Rep. No. 1386, at23. Consistent with this overarching

policy, Section 1915 also provides that an Indian child's tribe may establish a different



order of preference, that the preferences will be defined by the norms of the Indian

community with which the parents or extended family is affiliated, and that the State

must document its efforts to comply with the preferences. 25 U.S.C. $ 1915(c)-(e).

Factuol Background

This case has been considered twice by this Court and is now before it on a motion

for rehearing, so the facts will not be repeated in their entirety. See Tununak 1,303 P.3d

at433-40; Tununak 11,334 P.3d at 166-71. At issue is the adoption of an Indian child by

a non-Native couple in Anchorage, over the objection of the child's tribe and the child's

Alaska Native grandmother, who is seeking to have her granddaughter placed with her.

The Tribe intervened in Dawn's case after she was removed from her mother's

care by the Alaska Office of Children's Services (OCS) in a CINA proceeding. See

Tununak 1,303 P.3d at 433. After the superior court terminated Dawn's parents' parental

rights, the Tribe objected to Dawn's continued placement with a non-Native family

because proximity to Dawn's mother (who had been living in Anchorage) could no

longer constitute good cause to deviate from ICWA's placement preferences. Id. at435.

In the midst of this dispute, the Smiths filed a petition for adoption, but the superior court

declined to consolidate that proceeding with the CINA case. Id. at 435,443.

The superior court held a hearing in the CINA case regarding whether there was

good cause to deviate from the placement preferences. Id. at 435-39. Although there was

some disagreement on this issue, the superior court indicated that the CINA case was, in

effect, an adoptive placement proceeding, id. at 440 n.10, stating:

6



[T]he Tribe doesn't get two bites at the apple . . . . If the Tribe wins here

on this issue, obviously, there's not going to be an adoption and there's . . .

going to be a new placement so the adoption will go away. If the Tribe
loses, it doesn't get to contest placement in the adoption proceeding
because they're basically the same two standards and collateral estoppel
would apply and then the adoption would go forward . . . .

Id. at 443. At the good-cause hearing, Elise testified that she had wanted Dawn placed

with her from the beginning and stated that she had addressed, or was in the process of

addressing, the concerns that had been raised during evaluations of her home. Id. at 437-

38. The court nonetheless found that OCS had proved by a preponderance of the

evidence that good cause existed to deviate from the placement preferences. Id. at 440.

The court refused to stay the adoption proceeding pending the Tribe's appeal of the good-

cause determination, subsequently held an adoption hearing, and eventually granted the

Smiths' adoption petition. Id.

The Tribe appealed both the deviation from the placement preferences and the

grant of the adoption petition. On appeal, the Tribe argued that the good-cause

proceeding was governed by state statutes on foster care, which require proof by clear

and convincing evidence. OCS argued that the case had "ripened" into an adoption

proceeding and that the superior court correctly applied a preponderance-of-the-evidence

standard as required by the court's rules on adoption. Id. at 442. This Court

acknowledged that "the placement hearing here was not an adoption hearing," but

concluded that "the superior court was essentially determining . . . adoptive placement."

Id. at 443. The Court nonetheless reversed the superior court's decision and remanded

for consideration under the higher burden of proof, which was more in keeping with the

7



purposes and policies underlying ICWA. Id. at 447,453. Four days later, the United

States Supreme Court decided Baby Girl, and this Court ordered supplemental briefing

on how Baby Girl affected its earlier decision, as well as the appeal of the adoption order.

See Tununak 11,334 P.3d at168-71.

ln Tununak II, this Court interpreted Baby Girl as requiring that the party seeking

to invoke ICWA's adoptive-placement preferences must first file a formal petition for

adoption. Id. at 174,176. Thus, this Court concluded that, because Elise had not filed a

formal petition for adoption, Section 1915(a)'s adoptive-placement preferences were

never triggered and the adoption by the non-Native couple in Anchorage would be

upheld. Id. at 178.

ARGUMENT

L The Court Should Remand to Permit the Superior Court to Consider
Whether the State Met Its Burden of Providing a Meaningful Opportunity to
Elise to Seek Adoption of Dawn.

A. ICWA Requires that the State Moke Proactive Effurts to ldentify Family and
Tribal Members Who May Be Preferred Under the Statute and to Inform Them

About How to Achieve Placement.

ln Tununak II, this Court recognized the important obligations on the State - both

OCS and state courts - to make efforts to'ocomply with achieving suitable section

1915(a) preferred placements." 334 P.3d at 178. Tununak II, however, failed to apply

these important standards to the case before it.

In passing ICWA, Congress expressed a strong federal policy in favor of keeping

Indian children with their families, including their extended families, whenever possible.

Section 1915(a) constitutes the'omost important substantive requirement [that ICWA]



imposed on state courts," Hoffield,49O U.S. at36, and requires far more than a simple

back-end ranking of potential placements. It establishes 'othe presumption that in an

adoptive placement of an Indian child, the child's best interests are best served by

placement with an extended family member." In re Adoption of Rffie,922P.2d 510, 514

(Mont. 1996) (citing 25 U.S.C. $ 1915(a)(l)). To overcome this presumption, the State,

or other party urging that the ICWA preferences not be followed, bears the burden of

proving by clear and convincing evidence the existence of "good cause" to deviate from

such a placement. 25 U.S.C. $ l9l 5(a); see also Tununak 1,303 P.3d at 453. In keeping

with these policies, ICWA requires proactive efforts by the State to comply with the

placement preferences.

The importance of state efforts to identiff and assist preferred placements is

confirmed by the language and structure of Section 1915. Section 1915(a) directs that

"[i]n any adoptive placement of an Indian child under State law, a preference shall be

given" to the Indian child's family and tribe. 25 u.s.c. $ 1915(a)(1)-(2). This language

creates an obligation on state agencies and courts to implement the policy outlined in the

statute. "Giv[ing]" a "preference" means more than mere prioritization - it connotes the

active bestowal of advantages on some over others. See Black's Law Dictionary 1369

(lOth ed.2014) (defining "preference" as the "quality, state, or condition of treating some

persons or things more advantageously than others" and the "favoring of one person or

thing over another"). Congress also required that the preference be applied in "any

adoption," without speciffing who must act. The mandate for action, therefore, extends

9



broadly not only to the courts, but also to the state agencies.2 Thus, Section l9l5(a)

directs both state agencies and courts to take affirmative steps to give preferred

placements certain advantages and a full opportunity to participate in the adoption

determination.

This conclusion is supported by other provisions of Section 1915, which work in

concert with Section 1915(a) to require that state agencies and courts make efforts to

identiff and assist extended family and tribal members with preferred placements.

Section 1915(e) requires that, for each placement, the State must maintain records

"evidencingthe efforts to comply with the order of preference specified in [Section

l9l5l." 25 U.S.C. $ 1915(e) (emphasis added). To allow oversight of such efforts,

Congress further required that those records be "made available at any time upon the

request of the Secretary or the Indian child's tribe." 1d Thus, reading Sections 1915(a)

and l9l5(e) together, it is clear that Congress demanded that courts and state agencies

make documentable "efforts to comply" with the ICWA placement preferences.

' This reading is consistent with Congress's clear intent, demonstrated elsewhere in the
statute, to impose ICWA's obligations on both state courts and state agencies. See 25

U.S.C. $ 19l2(a) (obliging the party seeking foster-care placement or termination of
parental rights to notiff the parents and the child's tribe); id. S l9l2(b) (requiring the

same to make active efforts to prevent breakup of the Indian family); rd. $ 1915(c)
(requiring agency or court effecting placement to follow preference order established by
the tribe); id. 5 l9l6(a) (requiring the opposing party to demonstrate that resumption of
parent's custody is not in the best interests of the child); id. 5 1922 (making the State and
courts responsible for insuring that any emergency removal lasts no longer than
necessary).
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This Court has already recognized that state efforts to identifu and assist preferred

placements are critical to the success of the statutory placement preference s.3 Tununak

11,334 P.3d at 177-78. The State's "efforts in identiffing potential adoptive placements

and complying with its obligations under $ 1915(a)" are to be "carefully and actively

scrutinize[d]" by the courts in Alaska. Id. at 178 n.129. To that end, this Court made

clear that before a court in which an adoption proceeding is pending can even "entertain[]

argument that there is good cause to deviate from $ l9l5(a)'s preferred placements, it

must searchingly inquire about the existence of, and [the State's] efforts to comply with

achieving, suitable $ 1915(a) preferred placements." Id. at 178.

To fulfill the statutory mandate, a state must first make proactive and documented

efforts to identiff potential preferred-placement candidates who belong to the child's

' This Court is not alone in recognizingthatlcwA requires the State, or other party
seeking deviation from the placement preferences, to make diligent efforts to place

children with preferred adoptive placements. ,See Tununak 11,334 P.3d at 178. The
Kansas Supreme Court rejected a lower court's determination that there was good cause

to deviate from the placement preferences based, inpart, on the adoption agency's failure
to make adequate efforts to identify potential preferred placements. In re 7.5.W.,276
P.3d 133, 142-44 (Kan. 2012). The court faulted the agency for not contacting the child's
extended family or other Indian families about potentially adopting the child and for
attempting to impose financial and other requirements on members of the child's tribe
who might be interested in adopting the child. Id. at 144; cf. In re D.W.,795 N.W.2d 39,
44-45 (S.D. 201l) (carefully examining the sufficiency of the steps that the State took to
find a suitable preferred placement).

California courts have similarly emphasized that ICWA requires the State to o'search

diligently for a placement which falls within the preferences of the act." In re Jullian 8.,
82 Cal. App. 4th 1337, 1347 (Cal. Ct. App. 2000); see also Pit River Tribe v. Superior
Court,No. C067900,2011 WL 4062512,at *10, *12(Cal. Ct. App. Sept. 14,2011)
(unreported). In fact, the California Rules of Court require a o'documented diligent effort
to identiff families rneeting the preference criteria" if the State wishes to deviate from the
ICWA preferences based on the lack of a suitable preferred family. Cal. R. Ct.
s.484(bX2)(D).



extended family or tribe; act upon a concrete expression of a desire to adopt the child by

extended family members or tribal members who fall within Section l9l5(a)'s preference

categories; and thereafter provide such candidates with the information necessary for

them to avail themselves of the placement preferences. With respect to the first

requirement, this Court specifically "highlight[ed] the importance of [the State]

identifuing early in a CINA case all potential preferred adoptive placements." Id. As the

DOI Guidelines explain, courts and state agencies should "make an active effort to find

out if there are families entitled to preference who would be willing to adopt the child."

44 Fed. Reg. at 67,594($ F.1 Commentary). Before a court considers whether there is

good cause to deviate from the placement preferences, it should first ensure that "a

diligent search has been completed for families meeting the preference criteria." Id.

($ F.3(a)(iii)); see also Tununak 11,334 P.3d at 178. Such a search would "include[,] at a

minimum, contact with the child's tribal social service program, a search of all county or

state listings of available Indian homes and contact with nationally known Indian

programs with available placement resources." 44Fed. Reg. at 67,595 ($ F.3(aXiii)

Commentary).

Once potential preferred placements have been identified, the State must inform

them about how they can participate in OCS consideration and court proceedings and

invoke their preference. Family courts and agencies should timely "notiff the child's

extended family and the Indian child's tribe that their members will be given preference

in the adoption decision." Id. at 67,594 ($ F.1(c)). An integral part of assuring that

persons falling within the preference categories in 25 U.S.C. $ 1915(a) have a meaningful
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opportunity to adopt a child is providing that person with sufficient information about the

process. Thus, the courts and state agencies must ensure that potential preferred

placements are informed not only that they are entitled to a placement preference, but

what they must do to avail themselves of that preference both in OCS's consideration of

the maffer and in any judicial proceedings.a

B. This Court Failed to Hold the State to lts Obligations in This Case and, as a
Result, Elise Was Improperly Denied the Opportunity to Invoke ICWA's
Placement Preference.

ln Tununak II,this Court stated that "to qualiS, for ICWA $ 1915(a)'s adoptive

placement preference, one must first 'formally seek' to adopt the child by filing a petition

for adoption," although it also contemplated that some other type of "formal request"

could "serye as a proxy for such a petition." 334 P.3d at 176-77. The rendering of this

Court's decision was the first time that the Tribe and Elise were informed that there was

such a prerequisite to the application of Section 1915(a) in a final determination by the

court concerning adoption. But despite highlighting the importance of the State's "efforts

to comply with achieving suitable $ l9l5(a) preferred placements," id. at 178, this Court

failed to follow its own rule by directing the superior court on remand to proactively

make such efforts and to ensure that OCS has done so. After invoking a new requirement

a In addition to requiring a diligent search for and notice to preferred placements, some
courts have gone a step further to require the State to assist preferred placements in
overcoming disqualifications for placement. For example, California courts have
required the state child-welfare agency to proactively request a waiver of the automatic
disqualification imposed on a preferred placement under state law for a past criminal
conviction before the court can find good cause to deviate from ICWA's placement
preferences. See,e.g.,InreAutumnK.,164Cal.Rptr.3d720,748(Cal.Ct.App.2013);
In re Jullian 8.,82 Cal. App. 4th at 1347 .
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for qualiffing for the placement preference, the Court should have instructed the superior

court to inform Elise about what actions were necessary for her to seek adoption based on

her Section 1915(a) placement preference and should have provided her with a

meaningful opportunity to take those actions.

In the lower court, Elise had sought to avail herself of the placement preference in

a manner that all the involved parties and the court thought was sufficient. The Tribe

"formally objected" to Dawn's placement in the CINA proceeding and presented

evidence in that proceeding that Elise was an appropriate and interested placement who

had communicated her desire for placement to OCS on numerous occasions. Tununak I,

303 P.3d at 435, 437 -38. The superior court, in tum, stated that the "good cause" hearing

in the CINA proceeding provided Elise with an opportunity - indeed, her only

opportunity - to rely on ICWA's placement preferences to challenge the adoption. Once

the Tribe lost in that proceeding, there was still no reason why Elise should have tried to

take further "formal" action to adopt Dawn, as the court had already explained that

"collateral estoppel would apply [to any placement-preference arguments] and then the

adoption would go forward." Id. at 443. Section 1915's purposes are frustrated when a

potential ICWA-preferred placement reasonably believes that she is complying with the

instructions of the court and state agencies, but is nonetheless foreclosed from full

consideration under the statute. At the very least, the actions by Elise and the Tribe in the

foster-care proceedings were sufficient to trigger the responsibility on the part of OCS

and the superior court, which this Court recognized in Tununak II, to ensure that active
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efforts were made to comply with the placement preferences applicable to Elise and

members of the Tribe for an adoptive placement.

In the wake of Baby Girl,this Court has apparently concluded that a formal

adoption petition or other formal request must ultimately be submiued by the time the

court makes its final determination concerning ICWA Section 1915(a)'s placement

preferences. Tununok 11,334 P.3d at 176-77 . The Tribe may argue that the Court should

reconsider this aspect of its holding. The United States agrees that, absent additional

federal standards, States have flexibility under Baby Girl to decide what constitutes an

adequately formal step, when and in what manner such a step must be taken, the role of

the state child-welfare agency in effectuating such a request, and whether the appropriate

process will vary in different circumstances (for example, when the child is in the

custody of the State versus the subject of a voluntary adoption proceeding). Compare

Alaska Stat. $ 47.10.088(i) (governing adoption in the context of CINA proceedings)

with Alaska Stat. $ 25.23.005 et seq. (governing adoption generally). That flexibility

affords the Court an opportunity on reconsideration to address some of the practical and

policy concerns that the Tribe has raised in this case and which this Court recognized

may be legitimate. See Tununok 11,334 P.3d at 177. This may include, as the Court has

indicated, instructing interested entities to collaborate to develop adoption forms and

online information that implement Alaska law in a manner that comports with ICWA. Id.

In any event, information about any new steps that will be called for by a member of the

extended family or the Tribe to adopt the Indian child is exactly the type of critical

information that family and tribal members need to receive to avail themselves of their
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placement preferences under ICWA. As we have explained, at a rninimum, this case

should be remanded to ensure that Elise and the Tribe have a meaningful opportunity to

take whatever steps are called for.

The Court should also consider - or remand for the superior court to consider -

whether the actions of the Tribe and Elise in the CINA proceeding were sufficient to

trigger the "good cause" analysis required by Section 1915(b), which governs pre-

adoptive and foster-care placements, even if their actions were insufficient, after Baby

Girl,to trigger that analysis under Section l9l5(a) for adoptive placement. The Tribe

"formally" objected on October 21,2011, to the foster-care or pre-adoptive placement of

Dawn in the CINA proceeding. See Tununak 1,303 P.3d at 435,437-38. Over the

Tribe's objections, the superior court and this Court eventually determined that, because

of the subsequent (November 3) filing of an adoption petition by the Smiths, the CINA

proceeding had become an adoption proceeding. Id. at 443-44. However, since those

decisions were issued prior to Baby Girl, neither court had the opportunity to consider

whether, in light of that decision, it was appropriate to have effectively eliminated,

without notice, the Tribe and Elise's opportunity to avail themselves of either the Section

l9l5(b) or the Section l9l5(a) preferences. The Court has never considered whether the

actions that the Tribe and Elise took were sufficient to trigger the good-cause inquiry

under Section l9l5(b), and the subsequent filing of an adoption petition by the foster

parents should not have stripped Elise or the Tribe of their right to be considered as a pre-

adoptive placement under this provision.
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This Court should reverse and remand this case to the lower court for further

proceedings, just as the Supreme Court did in Baby Girl. See 133 S. Ct. at 2565. The

Court's order should articulate what is required under Alaska state law in order to

effectuate the Section 1915 placement preferences, following the involuntary termination

of parental rights, and should instruct the lower court to provide Elise with a limited, but

appropriate, amount of time to take the necessary steps to seek to avail herself of her

rightful Section 1915 placement preference.

CONCLUSION

The Court should grant rehearing to implement in this case the Court's holding

that Section 1915 requires the responsible state agency and court to ensure that potential

ICWA-preferred placements who are members of an Indian child's extended family or

tribe are notified about proceedings and are given adequate information and meaningful

opportunity to avail themselves of the Section l9l5 preferences. The case should be

remanded to allow Elise or other members of the Tribe this opportunity.
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Respectfully submitted this 26th day of November,2014, in Anchorage, Alaska.
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